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Abstract:
The present conceptual research paper is aiming at unfolding various aspect of Scholarly
communication. Scholarly communication is the process by which academics, scholars, and
researchers share and publish their research findings so that they are available to the wider
academic community and beyond. Scholarly communication can be defined as “the system
through which research and other scholarly writings are created, evaluated for quality,
disseminated to the scholarly community, and preserved for future use. The system includes
both formal means of communication, such as publication in peer-reviewed journals, and
informal channels, such as electronic listservs.” There are many issues with scholarly
communications, which include author rights, the peer review process, the economics of
scholarly resources, new models of publishing (including open access and institutional
repositories), rights and access to federally funded research and preservation of intellectual
assets.
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Introduction:
In 2003, ACRL defined scholarly communication as "the system through which research
and other scholarly writings are created, evaluated for quality, disseminated to the scholarly
community, and preserved for future use. The system includes both formal means of
communication, such as publication in peer-reviewed journals, and informal channels, such as
electronic listservs." Scholarly communication is frequently defined or depicted as a lifecycle
documenting the steps involved in the creation, publication, dissemination and discovery of a
piece of scholarly research.
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There are several actors or stakeholders present at the various stages in this lifecycle,
including researchers, funders, peer reviewers, publishers, and, of course, libraries. Historically,
the role of libraries in the scholarly communication lifecycle was confined to information
consumer -- they collected and organized scholarly resources for discovery and use by
others. However, technological innovation in production and dissemination of scholarship,
challenges to traditional publishing practices concerning business models and intellectual
property management, and efforts to increase access to scholarship have presented opportunities
for libraries to leverage their services and expertise to advocate for and bring about positive
change.
The ways in which libraries have innovated their services and programs and tapped into
their collective expertise to become less of a mere consumer of scholarly resources and instead
a prominent actor and information producer in the scholarly communication lifecycle include:


adoption of collection development policies and reprioritization of collection
development budgets to strategically support open scholarship and positively respond to
economic challenges of traditional scholarly publishing



development of tools or schema to assist in the evaluation of both subscription and open
access journals
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assistance to researchers with maximizing the impact of their research by supporting
systems of researcher identification and promoting the use of altimetry’s



development and hosting of local publishing platforms



utilization of the right of fair use, and advocating others to do the same, in order to
promote preservation, access, use and discovery of materials in research and instruction



education of authors on their intellectual property rights and assisting with the
interpretation and amendment of publication contracts



advocacy for open access to scholarship



facilitation of compliance with funder public access mandates



development and management of institutional repositories for the purpose of collecting,
showcasing and maximizing discovery of institutional research output
Academic libraries are strategically positioned on account of existing relationships with

publishers, faculty, researchers, authors, students, and administrators to be not only a resource
but also a leader and change agent in the scholarly communication lifecycle, and we hope that
content provided here assists libraries in achieving their strategic and programmatic goals.
Methods:
Common methods of scholarly communication include writings in a scholarly journals,
books, E-only journals, reviews, preprints and working papers, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and
annotated content, data, blogs, discussion forums, professional and scholarly hubs and
conference papers. Other forms, particularly in the arts and humanities include multimedia
formats such as sound and video recordings. At the outset, the goal of most e-journal editors
was the education of those who subscribed to their publication. Through this medium, users had
an incentive to access the Internet and to become familiar with navigating the Web. The editors’
goals were similar to those of the library. Both wanted to provide access to journals, in order to
help readers and patrons gain the knowledge to conduct further online research independently.
Over time the role of the e-journal has transformed from an innovative education tool, to the
primary means for delivery of scholarly content.
Scholarly communication crisis:
The term "scholarly communications" has been in common usage at least since the mid1970s, in recent years there has been widespread belief that the traditional system for
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disseminating scholarship has reached a state of crisis. The proliferation of new journals and the
"twigging" of established journals into smaller sub-specialties, combined with rising prices,
especially in the sciences, have dramatically reduced the capacity of research libraries to
purchase resources required by their scholarly communities. All disciplines and formats are
affected, the humanities and social sciences as well as the sciences, books as well as journals.
The proliferation of electronic journals and the various pricing models for this information has
further complicated the acquisitions issue, both for libraries and for publishers. Many groups,
including library consortia, research funders, academics and universities have been calling for
changes to the ways scholarly communication takes place, particularly in light of the Internet
creating new and low cost methods to disseminate research, while still maintaining a 'peer
review' process to ensure that the quality of research is maintained. To advance research in this
area and to produce sustainable publication tools, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has
funded a cohort of projects based on university campuses and at academic presses "to change
scholarly

practice

publication." Recent

in

ways

that

technological

advance

teaching,

developments,

such

research,
as open

preservation,

and

access and institutional

repositories at universities are seen as vehicles for changing or improving the scholarly
communication process. Chief among the factors contributing to the perceived crisis is the
academic reward system, which emphasizes quantity of publication. There is a consequent
demand by scholars for peer-reviewed publication outlets. Another important cause is the
commercialization and internationalization of scholarly publishing. The growing dominance of
publishing conglomerates in scientific, technical, and medical fields, and to some degree in the
social sciences, is of special concern to information professionals. Scholars, often indifferent to
rights issues, transfer copyright to for-profit publishers, frequently for reports of research
funded wholly or partially at public expense. Commercial publishers have established a highly
profitable niche for themselves in the scholarly communication chain.
Scholarly communication and academic reward and reputation:
Scholarly communication is seen as a crucial part of research, and researchers - many of
whom are lecturers and academics at universities - are often judged by their academic output
and list of publications. Promotions will normally take into account the number of publications
and how prestigious the journals they were published in (e.g. Nature and The Lancet are seen as
very prestigious journals within the sciences). A researcher's publication list will help them
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create a positive reputation within their discipline. The proliferation of open access journals has
facilitated this process by providing a means for scholars to publish their research regardless of
perceived importance, as is the case with traditional journals. Publications such as PLOS
ONE and Scientific Reports follow an author pay model, where the peer review and publishing
service are provided for a onetime cost to the writer. The material is then made available at no
cost to others, who can then build on this research without limitation. This approach results in
the acceptance and publishing of a greater percentage of submissions across a broader subject
area.
Scholarly communication and libraries:
Libraries and librarians play a critical role in the aggregation, evaluation and
dissemination of scholarly communication. The Scholarly Communication Toolkit was
designed by the Research and Scholarly Environment Committee of the Association of College
and Research Libraries (ACRL) to support advocacy efforts designed to transform the scholarly
communication landscape.
The future of research libraries will be shaped by broader developments at research
universities in the areas of creating, sharing, disseminating, and curating knowledge.
Universities face fundamental policy choices in all of the areas that have been recast by
developments in information technology. Current trends in digital scholarship practices across
the humanities, science, and social science have significant implications for research libraries in
academic institutions as a means of framing policy choices.
Many research libraries have formalized the role of Scholarly Communications
Librarian and defined specific responsibilities, including the implementation of outreach
programs to increase awareness relative to copyright (particularly section 108 of the US
Copyright Act), open access, and other scholarly communication issues. Through these types of
programs, librarians have established their role relative to the structure of the library
organization by formalizing the discussion of these issues in research and e-learning activities.
They also contribute in teaching copyright literacy by being active in all stages of the research
process.
Scholarly communication and data publishing:
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The modern research author requires a reliable and standardized method to make
research data available to other members of their community. This need has resulted in the
development of a new form of scholarly communication known as data publishing. The process
involves making data accessible, reusable and citable for long term use and is more elaborate
than simply providing access to a data file. Data is becoming an important element of
scholarship as a sharable source to be reused and shared. The same data can be accessed by
multiple researchers to ask new questions or to replicate research for verification and
augmentation. Categories of data differ among disciplines, as does its accessibility. Many
publications have begun to offer incentives to scholarly researchers to publish their data and
have developed the necessary infrastructure in support of e-research. Technical, policy, and
institutional factors are becoming more established. The next phase will see the integration of
the process into a standardized data publishing methodology.
There are several types of data that researchers must to protect when collecting,
handling, storing and sharing data to safeguard the confidentiality of contributors. There are
three primary types of information. Personally identifiable information includes any data that
allows the identity of an individual to whom the information applies to be realistically deduced
by either direct or indirect means. Protected health information includes individually
identifiable health information transmitted or maintained in any form or medium by a covered
entity. Other sensitive information that should be protected include data that if it were disclosed
would have a significant likelihood to cause psychological, social, emotional, physical, or
reputation harm. A common approach for data sharing that includes confidential material is
through de-identification or anonymization. There are numerous techniques for the deidentification of data including simply removing specific variables or by using statistical
techniques such as top-coding, collapsing or combining, sampling, swapping, or disturbing the
data. For qualitative data, redaction can be used to hide data elements that cannot be made
public. However, it is important that future research requirements be taken into consideration
when developing a de-identification or anonymization plan.
Peer review and quality control:
A key element of the scholarly communication process is ensuring that research meets a
level of quality and is of scholarly merit. This is normally done through a process of peer
review, where other researchers in the same discipline review the research write up and decide
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if it is of sufficient quality. For example, in the case of a journal article, the author(s) of a piece
of research will submit their article to a journal, it will then be sent to a number of other
academics who specialize in the same area to be peer reviewed. The journal will often receive
many more articles than there is space to publish them, and it is in their interest to publish only
those of the highest quality (which will over time increase the reputation of the journal). If the
reviewers feel the article is of a high enough quality for the journal, they will often request some
changes to be made and once these are done, accept the article for publication.
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2. Scholarly communications and journals. Communicating the results of research and sharing new findings are critical to the progress
of science and of scholarship more generally.Â Many commentators suggest that this additional role of the scholarly communication
system â€“ the conferring on authors of scholarly credit and reputation - has come to predominate over all others, with damaging
consequences. Scholarly communication involves the creation, publication, dissemination and discovery of academic research, primarily
in peer-reviewed journals and books. It is â€œthe system through which research and other scholarly writings are created, evaluated for
quality, disseminated to the scholarly community, and preserved for future use." This primarily involves the publication of peer-reviewed
academic journals, books and conference papers.

